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00:00 Welcome back to the Real for Life Podcast – I am Lance Wigton – I am Communications 
Director here at Real Life Ministries – and I am here with some friends – go ahead and introduce 
yourselves –

My name is Dave Campbell – I am the International Discipleship Pastor at Real Life –

Hi Lance – I am Paul Byrns – and [laughing] I am with Dave Campbell. 

00:30 Lance Wigton: You are with Dave Campbell – while I can see that – now – how long have all 
you all been here? – Here at Real Life?

00:37 Dave Campbell: Well, my wife and I joined Real Life as members about 14 years ago – and I 
have been on staff in the role that I am currently in for about 10 years.

00:46 Lance Wigton: And the role you are currently in – is over – now a lot of people would  call your 
job something else in another church – [everyone's laughing] well it's true – 

00:58 Dave Campbell: That is true Lance – most commonly it would be called the Missions Pastor – 
and that's what my title was when I came on board but a few years ago we changed it to International 
Discipleship Pastor – to really reflect the focus of what we do.

01:12  Lance Wigton: Which we will get into a little bit – now you are new around here though? 
[Speaking to Paul Byrns] 

01:16 Paul Byrns: Well, as far as being on staff – yes – I came to the church in 1999 – so, yes.

01:23 Lance Wigton: You are an old timer…

01:24 Paul Byrns: … it took a long time to straighten myself out – yes –

01:27 Lance Wigton: Now, that you have plateaued, you are on Staff.

01:30 Paul Byrns: Yes… And now I have the official title of Associate International Discipleship 
Ministry Lead.

01:38 Lance Wigton:  I wonder what the abbreviation for that is… You have got to have a shorter title 
than that – it's almost too business cards. OK now back to the change on – from Missions to 
International Discipleship – tell me the vision behind that.

01:57 Dave Campbell: Well, we looked at what we do here we look at what we do here at home base is
all focused on reaching the world for Jesus one person at a time – and making disciples in relational 
environments – and we realize that is exactly what we want to do internationally – so we do missions a 
little bit differently here – our focus is really on coming alongside pastors in other countries – and 
walking with them – and helping them walk out what it means to be and make disciples – and to lead 
disciple making churches. So, that is where our efforts go and we thought the name of the team should 
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reflect that.

02:32 Lance Wigton: Yeah – that makes a lot of sense – you guys have been to – you guys have 
traveled all over the world – how many countries do you think you've been in? In this position you're in
right now –

02:52 Dave Campbell: Since I have been in this position I am right around 40 countries in last 10 years 

02:48 Lance Wigton: … and – you have gone to not near as many of you have gone to Ethiopia 
multiple times.

02:59 Paul Byrns: Yes – well Ethiopia once I have been to Uganda 11 times – and I have spent some 
time in Australia - Brundi…

03:10 Lance Wigton: I know in discipleship or just communicating with anybody else where they are 
from – their background – their frame of reference – communication is difficult – discipleship is even 
harder because now we are moving someone or trying to move someone in a direction – to be more 
like Jesus obviously – but – we're trying to move them in a direction. How do you – in all those 
countries – they have different cultures, different from our own, how do you bridge the gap?

03:40 Dave Campbell: Yeah that's a great question – Lance – the easy part is the Jesus process we 
found works in every country – I mean which we would expect, right? That His process is perfect – 
we don't have to change that all – but we do have to fit it into the context of the culture of the country 
and communicating in that culture is really important – so – there are various ways that we bridge that 
gap – one is by getting to know what we call a "Key Pastor" – in that country really well – and build a 
relationship with him and my wife with his wife and learning their cultural nuances – and differences 
through them – where they will be open and honest with us about you know things like how to do it 
greeting, or how to communicate in ways that are effective or not offensive –

04:30 Lance Wigton: Right – you don't want to be offensive when you're trying to communicate with 
someone…  So, they are already aligned with you these Key Pastors – they are already aligned with 
you as far as the philosophy of discipleship or the need to disciple – they are just helping you to align 
culturally while you are there – while you are communicating with other people.

04:47 Dave Campbell: Yeah definitely – it is a two-way street – we are walking the journey of 
discipleship together with them, in many ways they have come to us because they heard what God is 
doing it Real Life Ministries – they want a guide to help them work through the discipleship process 
because it is generally new to them – not something that has been modeled to them – but culturally 
they are our guides – and so we can learn from them you know what is appropriate – what is – how to 
have good relationships – in their country – how to communicate…

05:21 Lance Wigton: Tell me something you've learned Paul…

05:22 Paul Byrns: Something that I have learned…

05:25 Lance Wigton: … on this particular topic… Just don't know completely off the wire…
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05:29 Paul Byrns: I won't go crazy here – so, one of the things that I have learned is that when it 
comes down to relationships – because we talk a lot about discipling within relationships – and 
relationship is just not known to most people. Most people have never seen it modeled to them in any 
way shape or form…

05:48 Lance Wigton: … OK now I would say – you say that I find that curious because I would think 
relationship in like the United States – you know you can see it – you can see it break down families 
break down – I would think other cultures would actually be better at relationship that we are.

06:09 Paul Byrns: In some ways they are – but in a lot of ways they are not in Africa for instance you 
have – you have these families that are together all the time – but the conversation between them is 
never deep. Dave and I did one time just on stage in Kenya – we sat down and had a conversation with
each other – it wasn't preplanned just as if we were sitting here – I am asking him about his son, he is 
asking me about my daughter – you know real simplistic – and afterward the men came up and said 
we have never seen two men talk like that before.

06:44 Lance Wigton: REALLY! 

06:47 Paul Byrns: They would never even dream – even with their own dad – of having a conversation
like that.

06:52 Lance Wigton: I think that's fascinating – because – you know I think back to – you know 
spending time with my dad – you spending time with your dad – you knew your dad real well – you 
know you would spend time, you would have a conversation – and now I look at it a generation later 
and people with their phones – and you know busy busy busy – they don't even spend time together – 
and I would think that since they were spending so much time together they were having real 
conversations, but she states just superficial.

07:18 Paul Byrns: Absolutely. And it is not that they don't want it and that they are not hungry for – 
they just don't know how. And so as Dave was saying – a lot of what we do – it takes years with each 
Pastor – and we have to – we actually have to model it for them – so that they can experience it – once 
they experience they are like… "Yes". Then this is the… This is where the real discipleship now can 
happen – before then you're just a teacher trying to teach somebody something – but now as we start to 
get into real relationship – now I can really start to speak into your life and you can speak in the mine –
and together we grow.

08:00 Lance Wigton: So, as you are talking with these Key Pastors – you are discipling them – you are
aligning with them – they are helping you align with their culture – but then in turn – you are almost 
deprogramming their culture to something that is not Christlike which is having real conversations 
about real things that are going on in their hearts.

08:20 Dave Campbell: Yeah… – It's an interesting phenomenon – we will go into any culture… You 
pick any culture that is not the United States – or in the United States – but we go into let's say a 
culture in Ecuador, or a culture in Africa, or a culture in New Zealand… and they will – we will hear 
the statement… Well, in our culture – we can't talk about these topics – or we can't be vulnerable – 
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and that is not true – what they are actually – they don't realize what they are saying – but what's really
true – it is not human nature – or it is not in our flash – typical for us to be vulnerable. That is not a 
cultural thing – that is the human condition. That is a flesh condition. So the cultural… – There are 
things that are biblical – that we address in every culture – that are common – such as vulnerability, 
being real with each other, being deep… but then there is also the cultural things like when I come 
into a room – how do I greet a person – how do I show respect to their elders – how do I sit in such a 
way that's appropriate in their culture – that is cultural – and that is real – but there are other things, 
like being superficial versus being vulnerable – that is not really cultural – that is flesh versus spirit.

09:34 Lance Wigton: So, the comfort zone is the comfort zone regardless of what part of the world 
you are in.

09:39 Dave Campbell: Pretty universal.

09:39 Lance Wigton: That is fascinating! … Well, I can imagine that knowing the cultural faux pas's –
the norms – the don'ts and do's… If you don't do that right – they don't want to know anything more 
about you – you have already basically – ruled yourself out for any other communication – because 
you could have offended them, and so I think these Key Pastors teaching the cultural norms is huge. 
Which brings me to my next thought which is – I am very curious now – tell me – in ways that maybe 
has gone wrong. 

10:20 Dave Campbell: Well, early on – I had to learn that – right from the beginning – just something 
as simple as greetings – greetings are different in every culture – and it really can put you off on – the 
right foot or the wrong foot – so, I was pretty uncomfortable – some of the cultures we went to right off
the bat – they would greet each other with a kiss – or with a double kiss on the cheeks – men, women – 
and you know – that is different in a lot of countries – so, in some countries it is like you do that with 
both genders – and that's how they greet each other's – and some countries you only do that with the 
ladies – and if you tried that with the man – that would be very off putting – and so even something as 
simple as a greeting just checking in with the Pastor or reading about that ahead of time – what is the 
accepted greeting and that can start you off on the right foot or the wrong foot.

11:12 Lance Wigton: Well, I see how you could be curious – now do you start out that conversation 
when you're talking with these Key Pastors about the culture – or tell me basically what is going to get
me in trouble here.

11:23 Dave Campbell: Well if we're starting off conversing over like zoom that is probably not the 
first topic were going to cover – we are really going to concentrate on just getting to know each other 
and building relationship – and going a little bit deeper you know getting to know the families – 
talking about what is God putting on your heart – getting to know them personally – now when we're 
getting ready for a trip – then we might go into some of the – one of the cultural awareness pieces I 
need to be thinking about – there is a book called "Foreign to Familiar," – which is just really good in 
general things to think about if you're preparing to enter into another culture.

11:59 Lance Wigton: When you are talking – it reminded me of the Far Side joke – of these aliens 
coming off a spaceship – but they look like hands – and they had a face here – and then the first guy 
came up and just grab one like they were shaking hand – and it basically led to the doom of the world. 
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But that is a comic reference to what you just talked about. But – you have your own culture – you 
have your own frame of reference – have people offended you? Like for instance if some guy was 
kissing me on the check – actually I don't even want anybody around me – but if somebody was trying
to do that I would be – off put as you would say – has that happened to you?

12:43 Dave Campbell: It has – one of the things – that is pretty easily recognized – but not – maybe 
they are not as aware of it is the space saying in our culture – so people from other cultures have 
coming year and want to be closer in my bubble that I am comfortable with – and so just thinking 
through that – OK in their culture this is what they do – and so not being offended by that – just be 
aware of it – that would be one – example.

13:13 Lance Wigton: You stand there and take it…

13:13 Dave Campbell: You stand there and take it – or maybe ease back just a little – that's what I do 
– and kind of do a compromise –

13:21 Lance Wigton: I would not be able to concentrate – so I would have to backup.

13:25 Paul Byrns: An awkward moment I had in Brundi -  was – we were going to exchange some 
money – and so I am with the Key Pastor and he reaches down and grabs my hand – as we're walking 
through the sidewalks and crossing the streets – and he is holding my hand – which I know, I can't hold
my wife's hand over there because culturally that would be offensive to them –

13:50 Dave Campbell: … it would be a public display of affection.

13:50 Paul Byrns: Yes –

13:52 Lance Wigton: … but he could do it to you, and that would be…

13:54 Paul Byrns: … I can hold another guys and and they don't think anything of it – so – then you 
are trying to you know – "… oh… what is that?" Trying to do something with your hands so –

14:04 Lance Wigton: Well, yeah – that is probably in a synopsis why I don't travel much. But in that 
situation you give him grace – so you know he's not from your culture so why would he – do the 
things like you are going to… Just like – being vulnerable – in other parts of the world is universal it 
turns out – as I found out today – the way that even in our own culture – even maybe in our own home
groups – that has got to play where people have to give each other grace and maybe we don't because 
we know were not from another culture.

14:43 Paul Byrns: Absolutely – absolutely – we definitely struggle with giving people grace – 
especially here – you travel to a foreign country, you understand that their culture is going to be way 
different – you understand that when you go in – and so if they do something out of line, you are not 
going to get upset about it right away – you may question him and try to – figure out what their culture
is like – anyways – you come back here – back home and here at church or just within our home 
groups and really even your own family – you know we all have a different cultural background – we 
– you know we grew up in a town, we grew up in the city, I we went to a high school – we were 
homeschooled – we ran with a rough crowd – you know we ran with the church crowd – so we all 
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have all these different things that actually make up who we are and that's our culture – and so – 
maybe if I am sitting in group and I say something to you – you get offended by it because you know 
that if you were to say that it to me – you would mean it offensively. And so we don't have grace there
-  and I think that causes a lot of issues within our churches within our groups within all of our 
relationships – so –

15:59 Lance Wigton: So – it's something to think about – especially when you think about just like 
Dave was talking about international – we know culture so it opens the doors so we can have a deeper 
conversation to be vulnerable – same thing would happen in a home groups I would think if you didn't
– if you didn't pay attention and have grace for these cultural differences.

16:18 Paul Byrns: Think about it Lance – like you don't like to be hugged – and that is kind of a 
cultural thing to you – but if you are with somebody that that is what they need – in order for them to 
feel affection – they need to be hugged – it's a good thing for you to understand like – if I don't do that 
– they will never get that message – so we need to be able to learn that both internationally and here – 
I think.

16:45 Lance Wigton: … so, great, fine I'm convicted. I will start hugging people.… –… No I am lying
– I will not – it is not worth it. So – so that I don't have to get more vulnerable let's playing game. OK 
– so are we ready Sharyl? We're going to play… You know what I didn't bring my glasses – maybe I 
can read that. So, we're going to – I am going to ask you guys, since you guys are Globetrotters – not 
basketball players! But actually people that have gone around the world and visited all these countries 
– we're going to start with that one –

[This part is not something that can be transcribed]

22:20 Lance Wigton: OK you guys have some kind of thing to stump me on… 

22:26 Dave Campbell: No.

22:26 Lance Wigton: Oh sure!

22:26 Dave Campbell: Yeah… You bet. So, if you were to be able to choose what to eat in Mexico… 
– And you had a choice between two things – would you pick? A) basura or B) nieva

22:55 Lance Wigton: … I would pick the first one

22:57 Dave Campbell: All right… All right – so that is Spanish for garbage – and the second one was 
ice cream. So you had a 50-50 chance –

23:06 Lance Wigton: I knew I recognized the last one – I should have just gone with it –

23:10 Dave Campbell: ...it also means snow… But they use it for ice cream.

23:14 Lance Wigton: Yeah – but how often is that going to come up.

23:16 Dave Campbell: Not very often in Mexico.
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24:27  Lance Wigton: Well guys I appreciate this conversation we've had – I think it is fascinating that 
people struggle with having real conversations and being vulnerable and getting out of their comfort 
zone – regardless of what part of the world we are from – and – also Paul I thought you had a great 
point with giving – giving people that maybe are from our area – from the United States – or even in 
our own home group could be our neighbor – and we are supposed to love our neighbor and to give 
them the added grace that we should because there could be a lot of different cultural differences.
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